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Getting the books diary/350 now is not type of inspiring means. You could not and noone else going later books heap or library or borrowing from your connections to
admission them. This is an unconditionally simple means to specifically get guide by
on-line. This online message diary/350 can be one of the options to accompany you
subsequent to having extra time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will unconditionally space you
further situation to read. Just invest tiny times to log on this on-line broadcast
diary/350 as competently as review them wherever you are now.

The Secret Life of Houdini William Kalush 2007-10-02 Draws on newly uncovered
archives and the co-author's expertise in magic to reveal Houdini's secret work as a
spy for the United States and England, his post-war efforts to expose the fraudulent
activities of spiritualist mediums, and the plot organized by Arthur Conan Doyle to
have him murdered. Reprint.
In Twilight and in Dawn Barnett Richling 2012-10-01 When New Zealand-born and
Oxford-educated anthropologist Diamond Jenness set aside hopes of building a career
in the South Pacific to join Vilhjalmur Stefansson's Canadian Arctic Expedition, he
had little idea of what lay ahead. But Jenness thrived under the duress of that
transformational experience: the groundbreaking ethnographic work he accomplished,
recounted in People of the Twilight and in Dawn in Arctic Alaska, proved to be a
lasting contribution to twentieth-century anthropology, and the foundation of a
career he would devote to researching Canada's first peoples. Barnett Richling draws
upon a wealth of documentary sources to shed light on Jenness's tenure with the
Anthropological Division of the National Museum of Canada - a forerunner of the
Canadian Museum of Civilization - during which his investigations took him beyond
the Arctic to seven First Nations communities from Georgian Bay to British
Columbia's interior. Jenness was renowned as a pre-eminent scholar of Inuit culture,
but he also stood out for the contributions his field work made to linguistics,
ethnology, material culture, and Northern archaeology. His story is also an
institutional one: Jenness worked as a public servant at a time when the federal
government spearheaded anthropological research, although his abiding commitment to
the first peoples of his adopted homeland placed him at odds with Ottawa's approach
to aboriginal affairs. In Twilight and in Dawn is an exploration of one man's life
in anthropology, and of the conditions - at the museum, on the reserves, in
society's mainstream, and in the world at large - that inspired and shaped Jenness's
contributions to science, to his profession, and to public life. An informative
study of the evolution of a discipline focused through the life of one of its
leading practitioners, In Twilight and in Dawn is an illuminating look at
anthropological thought and practice in Canada during the first half of the
twentieth century.
Journal - Shelby Mustang Gt 350 Shelby Mustang Gt 350 Inspired 2018-01-11 Journal:
Shelby Mustang GT 350. 6" x 9" personal notebook journal diary. Journal has 140
blank pages and is thin lined, wide ruled. Great for use as a journal, notebook,
diary, field notes, travel logs, random thoughts and ideas, spiritual experiences,
dates, appointments and more. Makes a great gift!
The Spiritual Diary Emanuel Swedenborg 1962
The Cambridge History of English Literature Sir Adolphus William Ward 1912
The Cambridge History of English Literature: The age of Dryden Sir Adolphus William

Ward 1912
Truman and MacArthur Michael D. Pearlman 2008-03-12 Truman and MacArthur offers an
objective and comprehensive account of the very public confrontation between a
sitting president and a well-known general over the military's role in the conduct
of foreign policy. In November 1950, with the army of the Democratic Peoples
Republic of Korea mostly destroyed, Chinese military forces crossed the Yalu River.
They routed the combined United Nations forces and pushed them on a long retreat
down the Korean peninsula. Hoping to strike a decisive blow that would collapse the
Chinese communist regime in Beijing, General Douglas MacArthur, the commander of the
Far East Theater, pressed the administration of President Harry S. Truman for
authorization to launch an invasion of China across the Taiwan straits. Truman
refused; MacArthur began to argue his case in the press, a challenge to the
tradition of civilian control of the military. He moved his protest into the
partisan political arena by supporting the Republican opposition to Truman in
Congress. This violated the President's fundamental tenet that war and warriors
should be kept separate from politicians and electioneering. On April 11, 1951 he
finally removed MacArthur from command. Viewing these events through the eyes of the
participants, this book explores partisan politics in Washington and addresses the
issues of the political power of military officers in an administration too weak to
carry national policy on its own accord. It also discusses America's relations with
European allies and its position toward Formosa (Taiwan), the long-standing root of
the dispute between Truman and MacArthur.
The Cambridge History of English Litterature 1912
A Queer World City University of New York. Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies
1997-04 This compedious, cutting-edge volume offers a broad array of the most
provocative gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender scholarship produced by the
Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies (CLAGS) over the first decade (1986-1996) of its
existence at the CUNY Graduate School. CLAGS has had a profound and legitimizing
influence on the establishment of gay and lesbian studies as a discipline. Thousands
have attended its events, featuring hundreds of scholars, activists, and cultural
workers; many thousands more have lamented how they would have liked to have been
there. With this book, they finally, vicariously, can be. Divided into five parts—on
identities as they revolve around gender and sexuality; on the terrains of
homosexual history; on mind-body relations; on laws and economics; and on policy
issues related to gay youth, AIDS, and aging—A Queer World offers a compelling
panorama of gay and lesbian life. Featuring the work, among others, of such figures
as Yukiko Hanawa, Will Roscoe, Jewelle L. Gomez, Jonathan Ned Katz, Elizabeth
Lapovsky Kennedy, Jeffrey Escoffier, Janice M. Irvine, Kendall Thomas, Gilbert
Herdt, Vivien Ng, Douglas Crimp, Walt Odets, Serena Nanda, Cindy Patton, Michael
Moon, William Byne, and Randolph Trumback, A Queer World is distinctive in its focus
on the social sciences and issues relating to public policy. Consisting largely of
previously unpublished essays, this volume—and its companion volume Queer
Representations: Reading Lives, Reading Cultures—is an invaluable addition to the
bookshelf of anyone interested in the study of sexuality.
The Papers of Jefferson Davis Jefferson Davis 2003-11-07 During the last nine
months of the Civil War, virtually all of the news reports and President Jefferson
Davis’s correspondence confirmed the imminent demise of the Confederate States, the
nation Davis had striven to uphold since 1861. But despite defeat after defeat on
the battlefield, a recalcitrant Congress, nay-sayers in the press, disastrous
financial conditions, failures in foreign policy and peace efforts, and plummeting
national morale, Davis remained in office and tried to maintain the government—even
after the fall of Richmond on April 2—until his capture by Union forces on May 10,
1865. The eleventh volume of The Papers of Jefferson Davis follows these tumultuous
last months of the Confederacy and illuminates Davis’s policies, feelings, ideas,
and relationships, as well as the viewpoints of hundreds of southerners—critics and

supporters—who asked favors, pointed out abuses, and offered advice on myriad
topics. Printed here for the first time are many speeches and a number of new
letters and telegrams. In the course of the volume, Robert E. Lee officially becomes
general in chief, Joseph E. Johnston is given a final command, legislation is
enacted to place slaves in the army as soldiers, and peace negotiations are opened
at the highest levels. The closing pages chronicle Davis’s dramatic flight from
Richmond, including emotional correspondence with his wife as the two endeavor to
find each other en route and make plans for the future in the wreckage of their
lives. The holdings of seventy different manuscript repositories and private
collections in addition to numerous published sources contribute to Volume 11, the
fifth in the Civil War period.
Interfaces Sidonie Smith 2002 Charts the ways that woman artists have represented
themselves and their life stories
Urinary Incontinence S.S. Vasan 2002-05 Incontinence Has Been An Underrated Medical
Problem With Vast Social Implications. The Cost To Healthcare Systems That It Poses
Is Now Known To Be Even Greater Than That Of Cardiovascular Disease. There Is
Therefore, A Pressing Need For The Medical Community And Those Working In This Area
To Have Access To The Latest Developments In The Management Of
Incontinence.Incontinence Is A Symptom With Many Causes. It Can Create A Host Of
Psychosocial Problems, Which Can Be Traumatic To The Sufferer And The Carer. Urinary
And Fecal Incontinence Have Seriously Affected The Quality Of Life For These People.
Besides The Traditional Causes Such As Birth Defects And Neurological Disorders,
Incontinence Today Is Also A Result Of Longevity, Aggressive Treatment For
Malignancies And Complex Injuries. This Book Examines Incontinence And Its
Management In The Developing Countries' Context.The Management Of Incontinence
Mandates Knowledge Of Basic Sciences, Urodynamics, Sound Clinical Practice, And
Surgical Methodology Including The New Minimally Invasive Procedures And The Latest
Electronics And Bioengineering Developments. In Practice, Therefore, Several
Specialist Are Called Upon To Share The Care Of Incontinent Patients. There Is A
Pressing Need For A Comprehensive Book On Incontinence That Addresses This Wide
Spectrum Of Professionals. This Book Aims To Fill The Void And Enable Physicians To
Equip Themselves With Both Investigational And Therapeutic Modalities, In The
Management Of Incontinence.
The Diary Batsheva Ben-Amos 2020 The diary as a genre is found in all literate
societies, and these autobiographical accounts are written by persons of all ranks
and positions. The Diary offers an exploration of the form in its social,
historical, and cultural-literary contexts with its own distinctive features,
poetics, and rhetoric. The contributors to this volume examine theories and
interpretations relating to writing and studying diaries; the formation of diary
canons in the United Kingdom, France, United States, and Brazil; and the ways in
which handwritten diaries are transformed through processes of publication and
digitization. The authors also explore different diary formats including the travel
diary, the private diary, conflict diaries written during periods of crisis, and the
diaries of the digital era, such as blogs. The Diary offers a comprehensive overview
of the genre, synthesizing decades of interdisciplinary study to enrich our
understanding of, research about, and engagement with the diary as literary form and
historical documentation.
Darwin Adrian J. Desmond 1994 A biography of the naturalist disputes
misconceptions, discussing how Darwin concealed his theory of evolution for twenty
years, agonizing over its implications and the impact it would have on his social
standing.
Reimagining Leadership on the Commons Devin P. Singh 2021-09-29 Reimagining
Leadership on the Commons examines leadership approaches derived from an, open,
whole systems perspective and a more collaborative paradigm that recognizes that
rather than being individualist self-maximizers, people prefer to work together to

share benefits and found a society based on equality and justice.
Six Moments of Crisis Gill Bennett 2013-02-15 Former Whitehall insider Gill Bennett
unravels the story of six crucial British foreign policy challenges since the Second
World War, from the Korean War to the Falklands conflict, offering an inside account
of episodes that shaped Britain's position in the world for decades to come - and in
some cases still arouse controversy to this day. Lifting the lid on the making of
British foreign policy from Clement Attlee to Margaret Thatcher, Bennett reveals
each decision in a way that has never been done before: telling the story from the
inside out and without hindsight. The result is a book that explains not just why
these controversial decisions were taken, but one that shows us how history is
actually made - and also just how difficult these big decisions really were. Gill
Bennett considers exactly what ministers knew at the time; how personal experience,
relationships, past events and prevailing circumstance influenced the decisionmaking process; and how the balance of history was tipped in each case: by argument,
moral imperative, obligation - or even sheer force of personality.
Mobile Persuasion Design Aaron Marcus 2015-11-03 Mobile Persuasion Design presents
ten conceptual design projects (or ‘Machines’) for new mobile application's
(smartphone or tablet with Web portals) that combine theories of persuasion and
information design to change people’s behaviour. Areas such as the environment,
health, learning and happiness are explored, looking at ways of marrying people’s
wants and needs to make simple, usable and desirable mobile applications. A usercentred design approach has been used, adopting user experience (UX) methods, indepth case studies and market analysis to see what a modern user needs from their
mobile application. By applying concepts like persuasion theory and information
architecture, try to find ways to satisfy these needs and positively change their
user habits. In 2011, the Green, Health, and Money Machines won design awards in an
international competition hosted by the International Institute for Information
Design, Vienna.
Queer Representations Martin Duberman 1997-05-01 Queer Representations celebrates
the eclectic, diverse nature of gay and lesbian culture and its production. The
volume begins by asking how we can interpret an image--is the image homosexual and
if so, how can we understand it? Closely connected to its interpretation is how we
visualize homosexuality, or, in Allen Ellenzweig's term, how we picture the
homoerotic, the organizing principle of a section devoted to American cinema and
performance in general. The crucial role of biography and autobiography is the
central preoccupation of the next section, with essays on Radclyffe Hall, Langston
Hughes, and Louisa May Alcott. Featuring many of the most respected figures in queer
studies and contemporary queer literature, among them Dorothy Allison, Edmund White,
Barbara Smith, Essex Hemphill, Michael Cunningham, Allen Ginsberg, Samuel R. Delany,
Dale Peck, Jewelle Gomez, Joan Nestle, a final section explores the creation of
queer literature, birthpangs, growing pains, and achievements. By emphasizing the
interconnectedness of gay and lesbian lives and the literature which has been
instrumental in defining, reconstructing, and representing these lives, this
anthology serves as a diverse introduction to queer culture and literature.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg Jane Sherron De Hart 2020-04-28 In this comprehensive,
revelatory biography--fifteen years of interviews and research in the
making--historian Jane Sherron De Hart explores the experiences that shaped Ruth
Bader Ginsburg's passion for justice, her advocacy for gender equality, and her
meticulous jurisprudence. At the heart of her story is her Jewish background and the
concept of tikkun olam, the Hebrew injunction to "repair the world," with its
profound meaning for a young girl who grew up in the shadow of the Holocaust.
Ginsburg's journey begins with her mother, who died tragically young but whose
intellect inspired her daughter's feminism. It stretches from Ginsburg's days as a
baton twirler at Brooklyn's James Madison High School to Cornell University to
Harvard and Columbia law schools; to becoming one of the first female law professors

in the country, fighting for equal pay and hiding her second pregnancy to avoid
losing her job; to becoming the director of the ACLU's Women's Rights Project and
arguing momentous anti-sex discrimination cases before the U.S. Supreme Court. All
this, even before being nominated in 1993 to become the second woman on the Court,
where her crucial decisions and dissents are still making history. Intimately and
personably told, this biography offers unprecedented insight into a pioneering life
and legal career whose profound mark on American jurisprudence, American society,
and our American character will reverberate deep into the twenty-first century and
beyond. -- Publisher's description.
Their Last Full Measure Joseph Wheelan 2015-03-24 Dramatic developments unfolded
during the first months of 1865 that brought America's bloody Civil War to a swift
climax. As the Confederacy crumbled under the Union army's relentless "hammering,"
Federal armies marched on the Rebels' remaining bastions in Alabama, the Carolinas,
and Virginia. General William T. Sherman's battle-hardened army conducted a punitive
campaign against the seat of the Rebellion, South Carolina, while General-in-Chief
Ulysses S. Grant sought to break the months-long siege at Petersburg, defended by
Robert E. Lee's starving Army of Northern Virginia. In Richmond, Confederate
President Jefferson Davis struggled to hold together his unraveling nation while
simultaneously sanctioning diplomatic overtures to bid for peace. Meanwhile,
President Abraham Lincoln took steps to end slavery in the United States forever.
Their Last Full Measure relates these thrilling events, which followed one on the
heels of another, from the battles ending the Petersburg siege and forcing Lee's
surrender at Appomattox to the destruction of South Carolina's capital, the
assassination of Lincoln, and the intensive manhunt for his killer. The fast-paced
narrative braids the disparate events into a compelling account that includes
powerful armies; leaders civil and military, flawed and splendid; and ordinary
people, black and white, struggling to survive in the war's wreckage.
The Quakers in English Society, 1655-1725 Adrian Davies 2000-02-17 The early
Quakers denounced the clergy and social élite but how did that affect Friends'
relationships with others? Drawing upon the insights of sociologists and
anthropologists, this lively and original study sets out to discover the social
consequences of religious belief. Why did the sect appoint its own midwives to
attend Quaker women during confinement? Was animosity to Quakerism so great that
Friends were excluded from involvement in parish life? And to what extent were the
remarkably high literacy rates of Quakers attributable to the Quaker faith or wider
social forces? Using a wide range of primary source material, this study
demonstrates that Quakers were not the marginal and isolated people which
contemporaries and historians often portrayed. Indeed the sect had a profound impact
not only upon members but more widely by encouraging a greater tolerance of
diversity in early modern society.
The Spicer Diaries Michael Spicer 2014-03-25 An influential conservative member of
Parliament reflects on his decades in British government, tracing his achievements,
the tough choices that have marked his career, and his relationships with such
figures as Margaret Thatcher, David Cameron, and TonyBlair.
Siblings C. Dallett Hemphill 2011-08-11 Brothers and sisters are so much a part of
our lives that we can overlook their importance. Even scholars of the family tend to
forget siblings, focusing instead on marriage and parent-child relations. Based on a
wealth of family papers, period images, and popular literature, this is the first
book devoted to the broad history of sibling relations, spanning the long period of
transition from early to modern America.Illuminating the evolution of the modern
family system, Siblings shows how brothers and sisters have helped each other in the
face of the dramatic political, economic, and cultural changes of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The book reveals that, in colonial America, sibling relations
offered an egalitarian space to soften the challenges of the larger patriarchal
family and society, while after the Revolution, in antebellum America, sibling

relations provided order and authority in a more democratic nation. Moreover,
Hemphill explains that siblings serve as the bridge between generations. Brothers
and sisters grow up in a shared family culture influenced by their parents, but they
are different from their parents in being part of the next generation. Responding to
new economic and political conditions, they form and influence their own families,
but their continuing relationships with brothers and sisters serve as a link to the
past. Siblings thus experience and promote the new, but share the comforting context
of the old. Indeed, in all races, siblings function as humanity's shock-absorbers,
as well as valued kin and keepers of memory.This wide-ranging book offers a new
understanding of the relationship between families and history in an evolving world.
It is also a timely reminder of the role our siblings play in our own lives.
Southern Invincibility Wiley Sword 2007-04-01 Southern pride-the notion that the
South's character distinguishes it from the rest of the country-had a profound
impact on how and why Confederates fought the Civil War, and continued to mold their
psyche after they had been defeated. In Southern Invincibility, award-winning
historian Wiley Sword traces the roots of the South's belief in its own superiority
and examines the ways in which that conviction contributed to the war effort, even
when it became clear that the South would not win. Informed by thorough research,
Southern Invincibility is the historical investigation of a psychology that
continues to define the South.
Kentucky Rebel Town William A. Penn 2016-10-07 On April 22, 1861, within weeks of
the surrender at Fort Sumter, fresh recruits marched to the Cynthiana, Kentucky,
depot -- one of the state's first volunteer companies to join the Confederate army.
The soldiers boarded a waiting train as many sympathetic city and county officials
cheered. A Confederate flag was raised at the Harrison County courthouse but it was
taken down within six months, as the influence of pro-Southern officials diminished.
However, this "pestilential little nest of treason" became a battlefield during some
of the most dramatic military engagements in the state. In this fascinating book,
William A. Penn provides an impressively detailed account of the military action
that took place in this Kentucky region during the Civil War. Because of its
political leanings and strategic position along the Kentucky Central Railroad,
Harrison County became the target of multiple raids by Confederate general John Hunt
Morgan. Conflict in the area culminated in the Second Battle of Cynthiana, in which
Morgan's men clashed with Union troops led by Major General Stephen G. Burbridge
(the "Butcher of Kentucky"), resulting in the destruction of much of the town by
fire. Penn draws on dozens of period newspapers as well as personal journals,
memoirs, and correspondence from citizens, slaves, soldiers, and witnesses to
provide a vivid account of the war's impact on the region. Featuring new maps that
clearly illustrate the combat strategies in the various engagements, Kentucky Rebel
Town provides an illuminating look at divided loyalties and dissent in Union
Kentucky.
Glasgow Medical Journal 1922
The Lamps of Late Antiquity from Rhodes Angeliki Katsioti 2017-12-31 This study
focuses on the recording, study and publication of the corpus of the Late Antique
lamps dating from the 3rd to the 7th centuries as found in rescue excavations in the
town of Rhodes. The aim here is to present the diachronic changes in the artistic
sensibility and preferences of this particular market.
Lincoln David Herbert Donald 1996-11-05 Draws extensively on Lincoln's personal
papers and legal writings to present a biography of the president
350 Miles in a Skiff Through the Louisiana Swamps George A. Coulon 1888
The Demeter-Persephone Myth as Writing Ritual in the Lives of Literary Women Jana
Rivers Norton 2017-01-06 This volume explores the life stories of Elizabeth Bishop,
Virginia Woolf, Alice James, and Edith Wharton, whose individuation process mirrored
Demeter/Persephone’s mythic journey from abduction and rage to purposeful
reconciliation. These authors often courted humiliation and consequent exile by

voicing what others did not want to acknowledge, yet each took restorative action to
discover and preserve emotional and mental wellbeing. Writing during the 19th and
early 20th centuries when an association between female authors and physical
ailments, neurasthenia, hysteria, and other nervous complaints by the medical
paternity reflected how society in general understood mental illness, as well as the
narrative perceptions of women, Bishop, Woolf, James and Wharton, claimed personal
autonomy by speaking truth about sorrow and suffering in their lives. Despite
restrictions and limiting gender norms, each author continuously recast painful
experiences of loss, abuse and mental illness, as fodder for the imagination to
forge lasting literary careers. The book emphasizes the therapeutic value of
narrative disclosure and its ability to yield a deeper understanding of the impact
of childhood trauma and adversity on women writers, and how their creative response
shaped modern culture. As such, it contextualizes trauma as lived experience for
each writer, along with current research on early loss and mourning, childhood
abuse, and family systems theory, in order to appreciate more fully how writing as
ritual may help transform mental and emotional debility.
To Have and Have Not Jonathan Marshall 2021-01-08 Jonathan Marshall makes a
provocative statement: it was not ideological or national security considerations
that led the United States into war with Japan in 1941. Instead, he argues, it was a
struggle for access to Southeast Asia's vast storehouse of commodities--rubber, oil,
and tin--that drew the United States into the conflict. Boldly departing from
conventional wisdom, Marshall reexamines the political landscape of the time and
recreates the mounting tension and fear that gripped U.S. officials in the months
before the war. Unusual in its extensive use of previously ignored documents and
studies, this work records the dilemmas of the Roosevelt administration: it
initially hoped to avoid conflict with Japan and, after many diplomatic overtures,
it came to see war as inevitable. Marshall also explores the ways that international
conflicts often stem from rivalries over land, food, energy, and industry. His
insights into "resource war," the competition for essential commodities, will shed
new light on U.S. involvement in other conflicts--notably in Vietnam and the Persian
Gulf. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates
University of California Press's mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest
minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893,
Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again
using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1995.
The Lost Life of Eva Braun Angela Lambert 2008-04-15 Traces the life of Hitler's
famous mistress-turned-wife, from her initial relationship with the Führer as a
teenage convent student and her rejection by top Nazi wives to the myths attributed
to her character and her suicide alongside Hitler at the end of World War II.
Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
The Tribunal John Stauffer 2012-10-31 This landmark anthology collects speeches,
letters, newspapers, journals, poems, and songs to demonstrate that John Brown’s
actions at Harpers Ferry altered the course of history. Without Brown, the Civil War
probably would have been delayed by four years and emancipation movements in Brazil,
Cuba, even Russia might have been disrupted.
The Dark Heart of Hitler's Europe Martin Winstone 2014-10-30 After the German
attack on Poland in 1939, vast swathes of Polish territory, including Warsaw and
Krakow, were occupied by the Nazis in an administration which became known as the
'General Government'. The region was not directly incorporated into the Third Reich
but was ruled by a German regime, headed by the brutal and corrupt Governor General
Hans Frank. This was indeed the dark heart of Hitler's empire. As the first genuine
Nazi colony, the General Government became the principal 'racial laboratory' of the
Third Reich. As such, it was the site, and main source of victims, of Aktion
Reinhard, the largest killing operation in human history in which at least 1.7
million Jews were murdered in just 18 months, and of a campaign of terror,

exploitation and ultimately ethnic cleansing against the Polish population which was
intended to serve as a template for the rest of eastern Europe. It was a place where
42,000 people could be shot in two days, where thousands of children could be
abducted from their families, never to see their homeland again, and where
guidebooks could invite German tourists to enjoy the culture and nightlife of cities
that were 'now free of Jews'. This book provides a thorough history of the Nazi
occupation regime and the experiences of the Poles, Jews and others who were trapped
in its clutches. Employing sources ranging from diaries and testimony to previously
underused material such as travel guides and poetry, Martin Winstone provides a
unique insight into the occupation regime which dominated much of Poland during
World War II with such disastrous consequences.
Polls and Politics Michael A. Genovese 2012-02-01 A provocative examination of the
use and abuse of public opinion polls.
The Royal Engineers Journal 1926
Diary of a Spider Doreen Cronin 2013-01-08 This is the diary . . . of a spider.
Actually, he's a lot like you. He goes to gym class and has Grandparents Day at
school. But he also spins sticky webs, scales walls, and takes wind-catching
lessons. Lucky for him, his best friend is a fly! Doreen Cronin and Harry Bliss, the
team behind the #1 New York Times bestselling Diary of a Worm and Diary of a Fly,
spin a hilarious tale about the upside-down web world of an eight-legged charmer and
his unlikely friend, Fly.
British Dental Journal 1909
Citizen Explorer Jared Orsi 2013-12-01 It was November 1806. The explorers had gone
without food for one day, then two. Their leader, not yet thirty, drove on,
determined to ascend the great mountain. Waist deep in snow, he reluctantly turned
back. But Zebulon Pike had not been defeated. His name remained on the unclimbed
peak-and new adventures lay ahead of him and his republic. In Citizen Explorer,
historian Jared Orsi provides the first modern biography of this soldier and
explorer, who rivaled contemporaries Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. Born in
1779, Pike joined the army and served in frontier posts in the Ohio River valley
before embarking on a series of astonishing expeditions. He sought the headwaters of
the Mississippi and later the sources of the Arkansas and Red Rivers, which led him
to Pike's Peak and capture by Spanish forces. Along the way, he met Aaron Burr and
General James Wilkinson; Auguste and Pierre Couteau, patriarchs of St. Louis's most
powerful fur-trading family, who sought to make themselves indispensible to
Jefferson's administration; as well as British fur-traders, Native Americans, and
officers of the Spanish empire, all of whom resisted the expansion of the United
States. Through Pike's life, Orsi examines how American nationalism thinned as it
stretched west, from the Jeffersonian idealism on the Atlantic to a practical,
materialist sensibility on the frontier. Surveying and gathering data, Pike sought
to incorporate these distant territories into the republic, to overlay the west with
the American map grid; yet he became increasingly dependent for survival on people
who had no attachment to the nation he served. He eventually died in that service,
in a victorious battle in the War of 1812. Written from an environmental
perspective, rich in cultural and political context, Citizen Explorer is a state-ofthe-art biography of a remarkable man.
Dangerous Guests Ken Miller 2014-08-08 In Dangerous Guests, Ken Miller reveals how
wartime pressures nurtured a budding patriotism in the ethnically diverse
revolutionary community of Lancaster, Pennsylvania. During the War for Independence,
American revolutionaries held more than thirteen thousand prisoners—both British
regulars and their so-called Hessian auxiliaries—in makeshift detention camps far
from the fighting. As the Americans’ principal site for incarcerating enemy
prisoners of war, Lancaster stood at the nexus of two vastly different revolutionary
worlds: one national, the other intensely local. Captives came under the control of
local officials loosely supervised by state and national authorities. Concentrating

the prisoners in the heart of their communities brought the revolutionaries’ enemies
to their doorstep, with residents now facing a daily war at home. Many prisoners
openly defied their hosts, fleeing, plotting, and rebelling, often with the
clandestine support of local loyalists. By early 1779, General George Washington,
furious over the captives’ ongoing attempts to subvert the American war effort,
branded them "dangerous guests in the bowels of our Country." The challenge of
creating an autonomous national identity in the newly emerging United States was
nowhere more evident than in Lancaster, where the establishment of a detention camp
served as a flashpoint for new conflict in a community already unsettled by stark
ethnic, linguistic, and religious differences. Many Lancaster residents soon
sympathized with the Hessians detained in their town while the loyalist population
considered the British detainees to be the true patriots of the war. Miller
demonstrates that in Lancaster, the notably local character of the war reinforced
not only preoccupations with internal security but also novel commitments to cause
and country.
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